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Public speaking
Apologies
Declarations of interest
To agree any items to be dealt with after the public (including press) have been
excluded. There are no items that officers recommend should be dealt with in this
way.

Evidence gathering
5

HAB Housing
Mike Roberts, Managing Director of HAB Housing, and Julian Brooks, the Network
and Programme Manager for the Good Homes Alliance.
HAB Housing was set up in 2007 by Kevin McCloud to build innovative design and
help custom builders – either to buy one of their homes or help them build it. The
firm is also leading on sustainable development.
The Good Homes Alliance has an aim to transform the UK housing sector to ensure
it creates and maintains good homes for all.

6

M A Griffin Associates
Mike Griffin, Head of M A Griffin Associates and presently chairman of the HBF
South West Planning Forum and Cornwall Councils Private Developers Forum.

7

Hallam Land Management
Nick Duckworth, Managing Director of Hallam Land Management. HLM is part of the
Cranbrook consortium of developers.

8

Clinton Devon Estates (to be confirmed)
A representative is hoping to attend with CDE views as land owner.

Background information
Notes from meeting on 8 December 2016 (includes agreed scope and suggested
question list to experts)
Mark Williams, Chief Executive
Richard Cohen, Deputy Chief Executive

Under the Openness of Local Government Bodies Regulations 2014, any members of the
public are now allowed to take photographs, film and audio record the proceedings and
report on all public meetings (including on social media). No prior notification is needed but
it would be helpful if you could let the democratic services team know you plan to film or
record so that any necessary arrangements can be made to provide reasonable facilities
for you to report on meetings. This permission does not extend to private meetings or parts
of meetings which are not open to the public. You should take all recording and
photography equipment with you if a public meeting moves into a session which is not
open to the public.
If you are recording the meeting, you are asked to act in a reasonable manner and not
disrupt the conduct of meetings for example by using intrusive lighting, flash photography
or asking people to repeat statements for the benefit of the recording. You may not make
an oral commentary during the meeting. The Chairman has the power to control public
recording and/or reporting so it does not disrupt the meeting.
Decision making and equalities

For a copy of this agenda in large print, please contact the Democratic
Services Team on 01395 517546

